Reduced-order atomistic cascade method for simulating radiation damage in metals.
Atomistic modeling of radiation damage through displacement cascades is deceptively non-trivial. Due to the high energy and stochastic nature of atomic collisions, individual primary knock-on atom (PKA) cascade simulations are computationally expensive and ill-suited for length and dose upscaling. Here, we propose a reduced-order atomistic cascade model capable of predicting and replicating radiation events in metals across a wide range of recoil energies. Our methodology approximates cascade and displacement damage production by modeling the cascade as a core-shell atomic structure composed of two damage production estimators, namely an athermal recombination corrected displacements per atom (arc-dpa) in the shell and a replacements per atom (rpa) representing atomic mixing in the core. These estimators are calibrated from explicit PKA simulations and a standard displacement damage model that incorporates cascade defect production efficiency and mixing effects. We illustrate the predictability and accuracy of our reduced-order atomistic cascade method for the cases of copper and niobium by comparing its results with those from full PKA simulations in terms of defect production as well as the resulting cascade evolution and structure. We provide examples for simulating high energy cascade fragmentation and large dose ion-bombardment to demonstrate its possible applicability. Finally, we discuss the various practical considerations and challenges associated with this methodology especially when simulating subcascade formation and dose effects.